FAMILY PLANNING 2020 (FP2020) CARRIES
FORWARD THE MOMENTUM OF THE 2012
LONDON SUMMIT ON FAMILY PLANNING

WOMEN AND
GIRLS AT
THE HEART
OF FP2020

Bridget Anyafulu is the founder
and executive director of the
International Centre for Women’s
Empowerment and Child Development (ICWECD). She is based in
Delta District, Nigeria. She is a
member of the FP2020 Rights
& Empowerment Working Group,
with whom she shared this story.
A project that brings fresh running
water to a remote, impoverished
village—how could it be anything
other than a blessing?
The local women didn’t see
it that way.
In a small village in the Delta
District of Nigeria, women would
walk up to four kilometers every
day to get water from the nearest
river. These women had a secret.
Many were desperate to delay
getting pregnant. Local people
believed husbands should decide
how many children to have, and
men preferred big families.
It was not unusual for women
to give birth eight, nine, or 10
times. Motherhood started early;
one assessment found that
approximately 50% of the village’s
girls already had a child. Tragically,
maternal and child deaths
were common.
If a woman could get to a hospital,
she could get access to contraceptives. But getting there was only
part of the problem.

By taking contraceptives, a wife was
usurping her husband’s authority.
If she was caught taking a pill, his
wrath, and the wrath of his family,
could be formidable.
The women devised a plan. They
bundled up their contraceptives and
hid them in a tree near the river.
Every day, on their way to fetch
water, they could take their pills
out of sight of the men.
Then the pipes came. Now, with
running water not 200 meters from
their doorsteps, the women had
no excuse to visit the tree by the
river. They didn’t want to get caught
by their husbands, but no woman
wants to die in childbirth or lose
her newborn.
So they came up with a new
plan. The women vandalized
the water pipes.
When Bridget saw what had
happened, she knew the problem
was neither the pipes nor the women.
She understood that the root of the
trouble was the husbands’ attitude
toward family planning, and the
cultural norms that kept women
disempowered. She also knew that
if this was a problem in one village,
it was likely a problem in other Delta
District communities.

children grow and thrive. To
do that, women need to space
their pregnancies and have
fewer children.
She went from village to village
and home to home, talking with
leaders and individual husbands
about the benefits of family
planning. She persuaded them
that having fewer children, who are
healthy and educated, is a better
legacy than having many children
whose prospects are dim. She
helped them understand that
when a mother dies in childbirth,
the whole family and the community suffer.
It took many years of hard work,
but today, attitudes in Delta
District have changed. Family size
is smaller, and there are fewer
maternal and newborn deaths.
There is still a long road ahead,
but the lessons are clear. Services
should never be implemented
without a deep understanding
of the needs of all members of
a community. Building a pipeline
is not enough. For change to take
root, we must place women’s
empowerment at the center of
the development agenda.

Since its launch, more than
25,000 individuals and organizations have expressed interest in
joining FP2020, and the constellation of stakeholders who are
vested in improving women’s and
girls’ lives continues to grow.

levels are detailed throughout
FP2020’s 2012-13 progress report.

One-quarter of FP2020 commitment-making countries have
launched detailed, costed national
family planning plans. One-third
of commitment-making countries
have increased their national
budget allocations for family
planning services or supplies. Half
of commitment-making countries
have held national family planning conferences to emphasize
high-level political support and
to accelerate progress on family
planning strategies.

A rigorous measurement and evalu
ation agenda has been established
as a means of guiding progress
in delivering on the promise set
forth in London. Over the past
year, FP2020 initiated a number of
activities to establish the systems
and infrastructure necessary to
monitor the impact of family planning programs and to strengthen
accountability for implementing
financial, policy, and programming
commitments. This undertaking
included the selection of core
indicators, collating corresponding
baseline data, improving the way in
which family planning expenditures
are tracked, and launching electronic
data collection in select countries.

Preliminary data on international
donor expenditures indicate an
increased level of disbursements
on family planning programs.
Concrete examples of progress
on the local, national, and regional

Importantly, FP2020 also laid the
groundwork to develop a transfor
mative framework to measure and
report on the autonomy, equity, and
human rights–based dimensions of
family planning programs.

Countries have made progress in
addressing supply and demand
barriers to accessing family planning.
FP2020’s 2012-13 progress report
describes significant actions taken
in the past year, including price
reduction agreements, innovations in contraceptive technology,
improvements in service delivery
and commodities distribution
models, and outreach to vulnerable
and marginalized groups, in the
global effort to continue to expand
access and choice for millions of
women and girls.
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The progress documented in
the report demonstrates that we
are moving forward—program
by program, clinic by clinic, and
community by community—toward
a future in which all women, no
matter what their circumstances,
will have the information, services,
and supplies they need to decide
freely and for themselves whether,
when, and how many children they
want to have.

Bridget’s strategy was to convince
husbands that women have the
right to live and to see their

“PROGRESS IS THE RESULT OF DEDICATION
COMBINED WITH KNOWLEDGE. THE STAKEHOLDERS
IN FP2020 ARE DEDICATED TO A COMMON GOAL;
NOW, WITH THE FOUNDATION OF A STRONG
PLATFORM FOR MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION,
WE’LL HAVE THE KNOWLEDGE WE NEED TO GUIDE
US TOWARD SUCCESS.”

VALERIE DEFILLIPO,
DIRECTOR, FP2020
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It may defy the rules of mathematics, but there is truth to the
observation that a whole can be
greater than the sum of its parts.
This insight lies at the heart of the
Family Planning 2020 (FP2020)
initiative. We believe that, under
the right conditions, bringing
together a broad, diverse group
can yield results far greater than
the participants would achieve
on their own.

came from innovative partnerships
that harnessed market incentives to
solve formerly intractable problems.
Millions of women in the world’s
poorest countries will now have
access to long-acting, reversible
contraceptive methods thanks to the
vision and dedication of colleagues
representing governments, NGOs,
pharmaceutical companies, donors,
and multilateral organizations.

Last year, leaders from govern
ments, civil society, multilateral
organizations, donors, the private
sector, and the research and
development community converged
at the London Summit on Family
Planning to agree upon one extraor
dinary—but absolutely vital—goal:
expand access to family planning
information, contraceptives, and
services to an additional 120
million women and girls in the
world’s 69 poorest countries by the
year 2020. Seventy commitments
were made, and donors and the
private sector pledged US$2.6
billion in new funding.

WE BELIEVE THAT
THE FAMILY PLANNING
COMMUNITY’S GREATEST
RESOURCE IS THE
HUMAN ENERGY OF OUR
DIVERSE LEADERS,
EXPERTS, ADVOCATES,
AND IMPLEMENTERS.

FP2020 carries forward the
momentum of the Summit. It is
not a new NGO, nor is it a vertical
fund. Instead, it is a different way
of working together: a creative
network of cooperation that revolves
around a hub to promote knowledge
sharing and emergent thinking.
Rather than duplicating efforts or
pushing organizations into a new
hierarchy, FP2020’s structure
encourages partners to align their
agendas, pool their talents, and
utilize existing structures in new
and complementary ways. One
year after the Summit, we have
successfully formed new alliances
among a broad range of partners
from all sectors. We must now hold
ourselves accountable.
We believe that the family planning
community’s greatest resource is
the human energy of our diverse
leaders, experts, advocates, and
implementers. Some of the most
exciting progress of the past year

Accurate, timely, accessible
information is the lifeblood of this
initiative. That’s why FP2020 is
committed to expanding participation in the practices of measurement, evaluation, and adjustment,
which for many countries are in
their infancy. For the first time, this
report documents the results of
our collective effort to establish a
measurement framework for the
initiative. The indicators, methodologies, and data presented here
will serve as the baseline to gauge
our progress in future years. This
is especially important because,
though the world is spending more
on family planning, funding is still
inadequate. Budgets for international assistance have been cut and
programs are under greater pressure
than ever before. Through careful
analysis we will diminish inefficiencies, leverage economies of scale,
and focus on plans that work.
Expanding access to contracep
tives for an additional 120 million
women and girls will require the
equivalent of US$4.3 billion over
the next eight years, over and
above the US$10 billion necessary

to sustain current use. FP2020 will
actively seek new funding, policy,
and service delivery commitments.
We will promote accountability for
those commitments by tracking
and reporting progress, linking
with the UN Secretary General’s
Global Strategy for Women’s and
Children’s Health, Every Woman,
Every Child.
Insufficient funding is just one
reason family planning programs
may fail to reach women and girls.
Social and cultural factors such
as gender inequality, discrimina
tion, and a lack of appreciation for
cultural sensitivities and personal
preferences are all formidable
barriers. Family planning strategies
will not succeed unless they are
embedded in a continuum of care,
protect human rights, and promote
gender equality. No plan can be
said to serve the needs of women
and girls if it does not respect
their agency.
As we present FP2020’s first
annual progress report, we look
forward to the year ahead. We
are inspired by the power and
promise of information, the
dynamic intelligence and creativity
of our colleagues in all sectors, and
our shared dedication to achieving
our common goal. Reaching 120
million additional women and girls
with life-saving contraceptives in just
eight short years is an ambitious
goal, but together we will succeed.
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JULY 2012:
GLOBAL COMMUNITY
COMMITS TO REACH 120
MILLION MORE WOMEN
AND GIRLS IN WORLD’S
69 POOREST COUNTRIES
WITH VOLUNTARY ACCESS
TO CONTRACEPTIVES.
ONE YEAR ON:
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More than 70 new commitments
towards family planning

US$2.6 BILLION
in new funding raised
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More than 12 countries held
national family planning summits

50%
price reduction to make long-acting,
reversible contraceptive implants
affordable and accessible
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IF WE STAY ON TRACK AND
REACH FP2020’S GOALS:
• More than 100 million fewer
unintended pregnancies
• 3 million fewer babies dying
in their first year of life

DR. CHRIS ELIAS
PRESIDENT, GLOBAL DEVELOPMENT
BILL & MELINDA GATES FOUNDATION

• 200,000 fewer women and girls
dying in pregnancy and childbirth
• 120 million more people with
the ability to plan their families
and their futures

DR. BABATUNDE OSOTIMEHIN
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
UNITED NATIONS POPULATION FUND

1
Countries with 2010 gross national per capita annual income less than or
equal to US$2,500
2
South Africa, with a 2010 gross national per capita annual income of more
than US$2,500 also made a commitment at the 2012 London Summit on
Family Planning. Benin, Democratic Republic of Congo, Guinea, Mauritania,
and Myanmar made new commitments at the 2013 International Conference
on Family Planning in Addis Ababa, bringing the total number of commitmentmaking countries to 29.

OUR GOAL IS TO EXPAND ACCESS TO
CONTRACEPTIVES TO AN ADDITIONAL
120 MILLION WOMEN AND GIRLS IN THE
WORLD’S POOREST COUNTRIES BY 2020.

07.12

02.13

08.13

• London Summit on Family
Planning. 70 commitments made
toward increasing access to
family planning for additional 120
million women and girls, including
pledges amounting to US$2.6
billion and commitments by more
than 20 governments
• Announcement to expand access
to Sayana® Press injectable
contraceptive

• Niger launches costed national
family planning plan
• FP2020 Stakeholders meet
• Agreement to reduce price of
Jadelle® contraceptive implant

• FP2020 Rights & Empowerment
Working Group convenes for first
full meeting, Washington, D.C.
• Burkina Faso launches
Consolidated Action Plan for
Family Planning

10.12

05.13

• Kenya launches costed national
family planning plan
• Ghana holds national family
planning conference, Kumasi

• FP2020 commitment makers
at Women Deliver Third Global
Conference, Kuala Lumpur
• PMA 2020 and Track 20
projects launch
• Agreement to reduce price of
IMPLANON® and IMPLANON
NXT® contraceptive implants
• FP2020 Reference Group meets
for the third time, Kuala Lumpur

• Indonesia holds National Family
Planning Summit, Jakarta
• Senegal launches nationwide
scale-up of Informed Push Model
of distribution for contraceptive
commodities
• Zambia launches Costed EightYear Integrated Family Planning
Scale-up Plan
• FP2020 Reference Group
Meeting, New York
• Family Planning Association
of Pakistan holds Towards
Realizing Family Planning
Vision 2020 seminar

06.13

10.13

• Burkina Faso launches national
family planning plan
• Memberships of FP2020 Country
Engagement, Performance
Monitoring & Accountability, and
Rights & Empowerment Working
Groups announced

• Tanzania holds national
family planning conference,
Dar-es-Salaam
• FP2020 Market Dynamics
Working Group membership
announced

11.12
• Ethiopia holds National Family
Planning Symposium, Bahir Dar
• India holds National Review
Meeting on Family Planning,
New Delhi
• Nigeria holds National Family
Planning Conference, Abuja
• Senegal launches National
Strategic Plan for Family
Planning Promotion
• Kenya amends National Family
Planning Service Provision
Guidelines, allowing trained
community health workers to
offer injectable contraceptives
at community level

12.12
• Responsible Parenthood and
Reproductive Health Act signed,
Philippines
• Malawi approves National
Population Policy
• FP2020 Reference Group meets
for the first time, New York

03.13
• FP2020 Reference Group
meets for the second time,
Washington, D.C.

07.13
• Uganda’s Parliament approves the
National Population Council Bill
• One-year anniversary of the
London Summit on Family
Planning
• FP2020 Country Engagement
Working Group convenes for first
full meeting, Washington, D.C.
• FP2020 Performance Monitoring
& Accountability Working Group
convenes for first full meeting,
Geneva

09.13

11.13
• Third International Conference
on Family Planning, Addis Ababa.
New FP2020 commitments
announced

12.13
• Uganda to hold family planning
conference

